Innovative. Intelligent. Solutions.

Pimsoft brings innovative solutions and engineering skills to industries where real-time operational intelligence and mission critical systems are key factors for companies committed to deliver successful services and products. With offices in Italy (Milan, Rome, and Turin) and in the USA (Houston), we maintain a highly skilled and experienced staff to respond quickly to customer requests providing a wide range of solutions, services and consulting.

Pimsoft, a long-term OSIsoft partner, delivers Sigmasfine®, the world’s leading data reconciliation and validation platform for production accounting and material tracking used in oil & gas, chemicals, power, metals & mining and other process industries.

Production accounting

Intelligent Movement Management

3D –based navigation of assets and data
Improve the value of your existing real-time performance management platform leveraging Pimsoft solutions

Sigmafine®, the world’s leading data reconciliation and validation platform
Validate and improve the confidence of your process data and transform them into valuable information by using Sigmafine, the layered platform for data reconciliation and validation based on OSIsoft technology.

Intelligent Movement Management
Plan, check, track and reconcile the overall oil movement operations of your facilities in a user-friendly, OSIsoft-based interface.

SOA smart connectivity components
Empower your AF/Sigmafine environment referencing and synchronizing enterprise data and assets via SOA-based Pimsoft’s components. Use standard OSIsoft PIWebParts to access AF data over the web.

3D Graphics Engine and Augmented Reality
Improve the capability of navigating your valuable information in contextual, role-based, geo-referential dimensions using Pimsoft’s 3D and Augmented Reality technologies.

Pimsoft, a long-term partner supporting your business

Production accounting projects, Sigmafine migrations
Pimsoft’s team has world-renowned expertise in production accounting and material tracking projects across several process industries. Ask for a list of reference sites.

ERP-Plant Floor Integration
Pimsoft is an early adopter of OSIsoft technologies for the integration of plant floor data with ERP business systems.

Software Maintenance and Application Management programs
Pimsoft has a staff of qualified trainers and service engineers, as well as two support centers (USA and Europe) to preserve over time the value of the delivered solutions and projects. Our programs include assistance, software maintenance, upgrades, technical support and remote coaching.